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Founded in 1989 to work with talented 
designers and with a simple philosophy
Engelbrechts was founded by Morten Engelbrecht in 1989, with a vision to work with 
talented designers to develop timeless and well designed quality furniture.

We want to create beautiful furniture only when we can add something new, make life 
easier, or solve a problem in a new and better way. 
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Engelbrechts is a Danish 
company, situated in the centre of 
Copenhagen, working with 
architects on inspiring 
international projects.

Danish company

e of 



Our Brand Story



Get familiar
with our designers



Architect and designer of our
much loved design classic KEVI 
from 1958 and it’s revolutionary
double roller design used on 
mobile furniture worldwide.

Jørgen Rasmussen



Anders Hermansen
Is an award-winning Danish 
designer who from a young age 
worked for famous brands like
B&O. He is also the man behind
Engelbrechts’ JOINT series.



Ceramist and Danish design icon. 
Best known for his work for 
Stelton and the man behind
Engelbrechts products such as 
CHAIRIK, PLATEAU, CLICK,
FOLDIT and TABOIS.

Erik Magnussen



Dive deeper
into our products



CHAIRIK
By Erik Magnussen

RETAIL:
Plastic from €166

Melamine from €244



Erik Magnussen designed
CHAIRIK with a backrest shaped
to relieve the pressure on the 
spine, thus making the chair
extremely comfortable.

The comfort zone



21 layers of veneer, glue paper
and your chosen colours are
pressed into a strong shell with 
a thin protective melamine 
membrane.

Melamine & veneer



We don’t believe in one-size, so 
CHAIRIK is available in 3 
different sizes to best fit the 
people, the situation and the 
location.

3 sizes fit all …



CHAIRIK regular CHAIRIK counter CHAIRIK bar

Different table heights is not a 
problem. CHAIRIK is available in 
regular-, counter-, and bar height.

The sky is the limit …



CHAIRIK is very versatile and 
available with different bases for 
different purposes.

Legs to die for 



Do you want armrests?
Not a problem. Simply choose
the ones that you like the best.

Rest easy



The short armrests can balance 
the chair off-ground for easy
access underneath the tabletop
when cleaning.

Hang around … 



CHAIRIK is available in many
materials. We even offer duo-
coloured shells.

Colours & materials



To customize CHAIRIK with your
own graphic design or logo. We
promise you the result is a 
showstopper.

We dare you!



Engelbrechts collaborate with the 
best fabric- and leather
manufacturers to ensure a wide
selection of upholstery options.

Suppliers with a passion



CHAIRIK definitely has a softer
side. You can choose between an 
upholstered seat or front, or a 
fully upholstered chair with the 
added option of extra thick
padding.

A soft touch



CHAIRIK can be fitted with a 
magnetic seat so you can dress it 
up for special occations or just 
instantly change the look of your
chairs to fit your mood or the 
season.

Dressing up, dressing down?

RETAIL:
107 Melamine pricegroup 1 €328

Charge for on/off option €52



CHAIRIK PUR
Integral Foam provides a durable 
surface, yet a softer comfort. 
Available in both Chairik and XL

RETAIL:
CHAIRIK 107 PUR €312

CHAIRIK XL127 PUR €326



CHAIRIK PUR
Available in 4 standard colors 
and own color possible when 
more than 250 pcs



If you want it to be even easier
to handle your CHAIRIKs, we
can cut a gripping hole in the 
shell for you.

Get a grip



You can link your CHAIRIKs with 
separate linking devices or 
choose to have the linking device
fitted permanently to the frame.v

Missing a link?



With extraordinary stacking
performance – up to 45 chairs on 
each trolley – CHAIRIK is a real 
space saver in storage.

1,000 CHAIRIKs on 14m2



CHAIRIK is tested for durability 
and strength according to 
furniture standards.

A strong companion



To secure the construction that
gives CHAIRIK it’s strength, the 
welding is done with the precision
of 1/1,000 of a millimeter. 

Sublime craftmanship



Black or white?
If you are aiming to match 
CHAIRIK to a specific look for 
your project, we can lacquer the 
frames in black or white.



Roughing it
CHAIRIK can also live outdoors. 
We simply fit it with a special UV-
treated plastic shell and a 
weather resistant frame.

RETAIL:
CHAIRIK 107 Outdoor €179

Galvanzied and powder coated



Write it down
We offer CHAIRIK with 
collapsible writing tablets. When 
the lecture is over, they can be 
folded down or taken off and be 
stored on separate trolleys.leys.



On your feet!
The little details of the glides 
make them shock absorbent, 
noise reducing and adds
positively to the overall seating
experience of CHAIRIK.



At a glance
CHAIRIK should be your first
choice because it performs 
exactly the way you need it to.



Get to know the family
CHAIRIK is an extended family
of no less than 29 loveable
originals.



CHAIRIK BENCH
New bench system available with 
2-6 seats and full assortment of 
XL seat options

RETAIL:
Frame from €715
Seats from €195



CHAIRIK 104 / 110
Wiener Hofburg, Austria



CHAIRIK 112
Tivoli Congress Center, Denmark



CHAIRIK 111
Nürnberg Messe, Germany



CHAIRIK XL 121
Danish Chamber of Commerce, Denmark



CHAIRIK 107
Køge Gymnasium, Denmark



CHAIRIK XL 127
Technopolis, Finland



KEVI
By Jørgen Rasmussen



The original KEVI goes 
through generations.

Classic

RETAIL:
Lacquered Wood €485

Black, White or Oak



New Oak finish available and 
soon also Walnut

KEVI OAK



Piece by piece
KEVI is minimalism
at it’s very best.



A smart move
The double roller was invented
for KEVI to ensure optimal 
mobility with minimum wear. 



Engelbrechts collaborate with the 
best fabric- and leather
manufacturers to ensure a wide
selection of upholstery options.

Suppliers with a passion



Not-so-hard to handle
KEVI is a no frill kind of chair. A 
single handle adjusts both the 
height and angle of the backrest.



Up, down and around
Adjust the seating height to suit
you, and enjoy the fact that the 
silhuette of KEVI is as clean and 
sharp as ever. 



Iconic KEVI 2533
In white and black lacquered
wood or in natural beech, this is 
iconic KEVI in its original skin. 
A true design icon with a classic
look that lives on.



Softly, softly on a KEVI 2534
KEVI is available with upholstered
seat and back for those long work
hours. Ask for model 2534u if you
want the whole backrest as well as 
the rim of the seat upholstered too.

RETAIL:
Upholstered from €489

Fully Upholstered from €574



Want it for yourself, take two
Beautiful Yellowstone leather in 
full upholstery (2534U).



KEVI 2539 – added oooompf
Order KEVI with upholstering and 
a slightly larger seat and backrest
if you are looking for a bit more 
volume to your chair.

RETAIL:
Upholstered from €552

Fully Upholstered from €572



Colour me happy!
The most recent addition to the 
KEVI family is made in perforated
plastic providing a both airy and 
slip-proof surface. Available in eight
elegant colours.

RETAIL:
Air €325



A unique statement with KEVI air
With the new seat upholstering
option, customizing your KEVI air to 
your personal taste has never been
easier. Neither has changing it 
whenever you feel like a change.

RETAIL:
Air €325

Upholstery from €112



KEVI 2532 to the bone 
The KEVI stool takes
minimalism to the limit.

RETAIL:
Wood €289

Upholstered from €317



KEVI 2531 will dot the i’s
In your interior decorating with it’s
simple round upholstered seat
available in every imaginable
colour, fabric or leather.



KEVI 2537 i aesthetic durability
KEVI is available with seat
and backrest in integral foam, 
a surface both soft, durable 
and easy to clean.

RETAIL:
Integral foam €520



KEVI 2050 the ultimate luxury
Thick leather and elegant 
stiching along the edges
makes this KEVI sleek and 
elegant with the added
benefits of discreet padding.

RETAIL:
Grain leather €1.046



A tall order?
No problem. Fit KEVI with foot
ring, glides and one of 3 extra
height gas lifts, and you are
ready to sit on top of the world.

RETAIL:
2533 Wood €485

C height + Footring €33+€173

B Height +10 cm €22
C Height +20 cm €33
D Height +30 cm €44



Fix it
If you need a fixed setup, 
KEVI is up for that job too.



Suspension
With brackets fixed underneath
the tabletop, KEVI can be
suspended for easy access
when cleaning



Rollers
KEVI rollers are available for 
different surfaces and purposes. 
Choose standard black or aluminium 
capped for exclusivity.  



At a glance
KEVI should be your first choice
because of it’s design, simplicity
and diversity.

3 different hard surfaces

Easy-to-clean surface (PUR) 

Rollers for all flo

o

r  types

Minimalist design

2 upholstery options

8 chair models

Upholstery in fabric & leather

Removable upholstery (AIR)

4 different heights

Easy height adjustment

4 different heights

Footring for B, C, D heights
Easy backrest adjustment

Strength & durability tested

Option of fix

e

d base

Option of matching table

Glides or rollers

Choice of aluminum caps



KEVI 2533
Carl Malmsten School, Sweden



KEVI 2533
Copenhagen University, Denmark



KEVI 2533
Cambridge University, England



KEVI 2050 (2015) / 2533 (1998)
KTH Stockholm, Sweden



Works for both offices
and at home.

Minimalist



JOINT
By Anders Hermansen

RETAIL:
Netweave €902

Fabric from €1.079
Leather from €1.223



Anders Hermansen
Is known for his attention to 
detail when designing new 
products of all kinds.



Zoom in
On JOINT. Nothing is left to 
chance. Anders Hermansen took
extreme care and designed every
minute detail to make a truly
sublime product.



Elegant yet Exclusive
Joint is available with or without 
armrest, with or without tilt and 
height adjustment and also on 
castors



Upside down
Turn JOINT upside down and the 
only thing you find are more 
perfectly detailed elements joined
together.



Carried away
JOINT has it’s very own bone 
structure. A striking curve with 
two joints elegantly hold the seat 
in place.



Tilt and lift
For your comfort, we fitted tilt 
function and height adjustment
into select models.



Transluscent
JOINT is available in 5 colours of 
custom made transluscent
netweave to give the chair a light 
and airy look and feel.

RETAIL:
Netweave €902
Webbing €981



Soft surfaces
JOINT is available with fabric
upholstering which shows off the 
careful detailing of both seat and 
backrest.

RETAIL:
Fabric from €1.079



Engelbrechts collaborate with the 
best fabric- and leather
manufacturers to ensure a wide
selection of upholstery options.

Suppliers with a passion



That executive feeling …
For added luxury, why not go for 
a JOINT chair with an exclusive
leather on both front and back.

RETAIL:
1211 Leather from €1.577
1211 Yellowstone €2.144



Black elegance
Black webbing is another classic
option for customising JOINT and 
making it your own.

RETAIL:
Joint 1211 Chair webbing €1.293

Joint 1250 table veneer top €2.661



Incredible attention
The attention to detail shows up 
everywhere, as in this close-up of 
an arm, effortlessly supporting
the tabletop.



The beauty of repetition
The JOINT table has a modular
bone structure. A glass tabletop
shows it off, or you can choose
a selection of exclusive materials. 



Round table democracy
Choose your preferred seating
arrangement. Informal gatherings
around a circular table or … 

RETAIL:
Joint 1201 Chair fabric €1.079

Joint 1290 table glass top €1.972



Executive formality
… or get your ducks in a row with 
a more informal setup around a 
long table up to 6 meters in length.

RETAIL:
Joint 1208 Chair leather €2.114

Joint 1270 table glass top (470x120 cm) €8.057



JOINT chairs 1211
SE Boardroom, Denmark





Standard or long?



PLATEAU
By Erik Magnussen

RETAIL:
PLATEAU from €1.923

PETIT PLATEAU from €1.341



The shape of a hand
Erik’s starting point when thinking
up a comfortable shape for the 
PLATEAU chairs. It worked out 
well. It really fits like a glove.ke a glove.



Tabula rasa
Erik alwas started his designs 
with an open mind to functionality
and shape. As a trained ceramist, 
he naturally turned to clay when
moulding the organic shapes of 
the PLATEAUs.



Seemingly effortless
The upholstering is wrapped
around the PLATEAUs with only
a single seam around the rim and 
one down the front. Elegant, 
minimal, close to invisible.



Armrest with a purpose
The chairs have a wide armrest 
ideal for a tablet or a coffee for those
meetings between meetings or 
maybe just for a moment of quiet.



Engelbrechts collaborate with the 
best fabric- and leather
manufacturers to ensure a wide
selection of upholstery options.

Suppliers with a passion



Mix and match
The PLATEAU and the PETIT 
PLATEAU go well together, so mix 
and match away ...



Go monochrome
The PLATEAUs look 
sleek and sophisticated 
upholstered in black 
leather.



New Ottoman compliments the 
PLATEAU Lounge series

PLATEAU OTTOMAN

RETAIL:
OTTOMAN fabric from €881

OTTOMAN leather from €942



PLATEAU has your back 
if you need a quiet moment.

Privacy



PLATEAU & PETIT PLATEAU
Partyrent Event, Germany



PLATEAU & PETIT PLATEAU
Basel World Fair, Switzerland



PLATEUS
ID , Denmark



We do tables too ... 



FOLDIT & CHAIRIK
Enghavegård Skolen, Denmark



Simply unfold it and put it up.
FOLDIT

RETAIL:
From €754

Laminate, Veneer or Linoleum



Three standard widths and 5 
standard lengths, but customized 
sizes possible

FOLDIT Table with front plate



Trolley available 
holding up to 10 tables

Tables in/out



Rounded corners and 
sublime finish and details.

APPETIT

RETAIL:
Rectangular from €544

Square from €455
Round from €690



Rectangular, Square, Ellipse or 
Round and Laminate, Linoleum 
or Veneer?

APPETIT



Erik Magnussen’s simple table
solution is confidently elegant.

TABOIS

RETAIL:
TABOIS White-oiled Oak 250 cm €2.990
TABOIS White-oiled Oak 300 cm €3.295



We like to be challenged 
like this CHAIRIK XL 129 
solution for Allianz HQ in 
Munich, Germany



Find us here
engelbrechts.com

and here



Thank you

Witteveen Projectinrichting 
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel 
Tel: 020 - 496 5030 
info@witteveen.nl 

www.project-inrichting.nl 
www.vergadertafel.info


